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Call to Order August 15th - 7:15!
Attendance: Trustees: Ann Scott, Lyle Troxell, Karen 
Scarborough, Cathy Smith - Mark Hoagland (MCT Rep)!
!
Former Meeting (July 11th, 2011)!
Approved meting minutes. 7:20!
!
Park Hall Manager Report!
Walked through the hall with little people’s. Ann asked them to 
paint the stage. And the front of the stage, but they have not 
painted it yet. There is graffiti backstage, Ann showed Cecilia. 
Their is chalk marks in multiple places as well. !
!
Mark is going to level out a stage piece DSL.!
!
August 22nd - 10am to 1pm!
August 28th 10am to 6pm - VWC fund raiser (Valley Women’s 
Club)!
!
VOTE: SLV non-profit organizations - first time rental is $50 
per day (assuming they have not rented space within the last 
5 years) - we voted on this and it passed anonymously.!
October 1st - Private Party Diane Pawlak - pending!
Cathy Smith is renting the hall in one year. September 22nd 
2012!
!
Ann mentioned that their is a homeless person sleeping 
between the hall and the market. Frank from BLM knows 
about this issue. Ann is going to get a quote for putting a door 
in.!
Ann suggested she can pull the bushes and brush from the 
side of the building for 3 hours of work at her normal rate.!
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Karen to talk to Clemens about the space between the hall 
and BLM and the hall and the other building.!
!
Wall Issue!
Lyle reported that he has sent out an email asking for a quote.  
From two different contractors. Den’s Roofing. !
!
Next Month’s Meeting!
Tuesday September 13th at 6pm at Tyrolian Inn!
Karen Had to Leave.!
!
Paint Shed!
Ann will be getting an aluminum shed that locks.!
Mark will look at the paint sink, paint catch.!
The windows should have better covers- all agreed.!
It was decided not to paint all of the wain’s coating the brown 
of the outside and stage front, even though Ann had 
purchased the paint. Ann is going to paint the doors with the 
brown.!
-- adjourned 2011-08-15 8:10pm 
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